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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with a BN-pair (B, N), and let its associated 
Weyl group W be generated by set of involutions S. Then there is a l-l 
correspondence between the irreducible (complex) respresentations of W 
and the irreducible constituents of the induced representation 1 g (see [3]). 
In particular, there is an irreducible constituent of 1: corresponding to 
PE Irr( W), the natural faithful representation of W as a group of 
orthogonal transformations on V, an IS)-dimensional Euclidean space, 
such that p(s) is a reflection for each s E S. Let this constituent of 1 g be 
denoted by rc(G). This is the reflection representation of G. 
The above correspondence is via the irreducible representations of the 
Hecke algebra Xc(G, B) which is the endomorphism algebra of 1 g. For the 
case G= G(q) is a finite Chevalley group over GF(q), the reflection 
representation of Xc(G, B) was constructed by Kilmoyer [S]. In this paper 
a module R(G) is constructed which affords x(G) when G = G(q) is a finite 
Chevalley group belonging to a system of type A, D, or E (see [3, 
Section 51). 
2. NOTATION 
Let G be a group with a BN-pair (B, N) and Weyl group W= (S). Let 
m,,, be the order of st in W, and let {n, E NI w E W} be a fixed, but 
arbitrary, collection of coset representatives such that n, H = w E W. 
All Chevalley groups, as groups of automorphisms of Lie algebras, have 
BN-pairs. 
Since 1 WI is finite, ( W, S) is Coxeter system. W, and hence G, thus have 
associated with them a root system @ and set of simple roots 
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n= {N,~sES}. For each JsS, let W,=(J). Then (W,,J) is a Coxeter 
system with simple roots n, = {u,, 1 s E J} and root system aJ = W,(Zi’,). 
THEOREM 2.1 [Tits]. Let G be a group with a BN-pair (B, N) and Weyl 
group W= (S). Then there is a bijection w I-+ BwB between W and the 
double cosets B\G/B such that 
G= u Bn,B. 
wsw 
Furthermore, for each J E S the set P, = u,,,, w,Bn, B is a subgroup of G, 
and there is a bijection between W,\ W/ W, and P,\GJP, for J, K s S, given 
by 0 H BOB for 0 E W,\ W/ W,. 
The groups P, above are the standard parabolic subgroups of G and 
G=UPV,FV BwB is the Bruhat decomposition of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf G has a BN-pair (B, N) then G also has a BN-pair 
(B, fl), where w = ($ N) and H = (7 w E wB”‘. Moreover, R/H E N/H. 
Consequently, assuming H = nw, w B” will not affect the root system 
associated with either W or G. Henceforth we shall make this assumption. 
3. A PRESENTATION FOR G 
The strategy in the construction of the module R(G) is a consequence of 
the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a group with a BN-pair, Coxeter system, ( W, S), 
and parabolic subgroups P, for JC S. Let F be a set in bijective corre- 
spondence with the subset T = UJ, E s P[,) c G and let $ : !?-+ T be a bijection. 
Zf G is the quotient of F(F), the free group on p, by the normal closure 
of&,u Us,.& in F(p), where 
9$,= {~-l((n,ns)“s,“)(~~l(n,) t/-‘(ns))-m*jfor aNsandSin S}, 
and 
Ye,= {I+-‘(x)$-‘(y)(lC/-‘(xy)))lforallxandyinPt,)}, 
then Gg(?= (~~Y~,uU..~~~,>. 
Proof First note that since Ii/(r) is a relation in G, for any 
r E 9&, u USES Se,, the map tj extends to a homomorphism rj : G + G. There- 
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fore [isI 2 IGI. We shall show that in fact IGI = IG(, whence I& G + G is an 
isomorphism. 
Let A= W’b,,, for s in S and let fi, = #Jn,). 
The map I/I induces a bijection 
where 8 = I++ - ‘(B) = d,(B), t/s E S. 
Let fl= ({fi,l SE S} u A), where A= d,(H) < B. We show that (& m) 
forms a BN-pair for G. 
Clearly 
That is, fl normalizes fi. Let @= (SRI s E S} z R/I? 
Since (n,, H~I~~H)‘+~J~ = H and (fj,,&i,2~)m~~3~2 = fl, there is an 
epimorphism E: W + @, where E(S) = c(n,H) = ii,& = s” and E(W) = 12. 
Since $(A) = H, @ induces a homomorphism 6: w+ W given by 
&ii,@ = n,H. 
Clearly 6 and E are mutually inverse homomorphisms and 6’~ W. 
Let @ be the root system associated with W. For any r in @+ we have 
B,< B, where B, = f-j w6Pos(,) B” and Pas(r)= {WE Wlw(r)~@+}. Let 
qS,(B,) = B,. Suppose s in S is such that s(r) E @J+. Then 
d?,S-’ = q5,(n,B,n;‘) 
= MB,,,,) 
= R(,, . 
By using induction upon I(w) we have 6B,6- ’ = &,, whenever w(r) E @ +. 
Similarly, since BP, < PI,) we may define i!-, to be Q,(B-,). Now 
4AnsB,n;’ I= 4,(n,) kSds(ns)-’ 
= sm,m ’ 
= fB,$. 
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We may now verify the BN-pair axioms. First, by definition 
- w 
G = (B, 4sb.s) Is E S> 
= (B,s^lSES) 
= (B,SHISES) 
= (8, iv). 
Now consider B A N 4 fi. That B n fi 2 fi is clear and if we show that 
equality holds we are done since n normalizes fi from above. Assume 
(B A m)\R # /2/ and let x E (B n fl)\& Then BxB = B so Ic/(BxB) = $(B) = 
B+(x)B = B. From Theorem 2.1 1,9(x) EH and so x E fl, contradicting the 
choice of x. Hence Bnfi=&and Bnfiafl. 
If Z&-i = dS(nS Bn, ‘) = b,(B) = 8, then it, Bn; ’ = B contradicting G 
having a BN-pair. Therefore iB?- ’ # B. 
Consider &. Since B = (B n B”) B, it follows that B = (B n B”) Bas. 
(i) Let Z(sw) > l(w), so w-l(a,Y) E Cp’. Then 
~(BnB”)~‘,~~=(BnB”)s’~~--‘~‘,tZ, 
= (B n IF) KGB,-l,,, 
G BEjB. 
Recall (S)2 = A = l@. 
(ii) Let l(sw) < I(w), so w =SU for some UE W with I(su) = I(u) + 1. 
Then 
From above ZBO” s ki?B = &B. Thus 5B3 E Bi+B u &i?B in both cases. 
Consequently G and G are both groups with BN-pairs. Their respective 
Weyl groups are isomorphic and the Bruhat decomposition of Theorem 2.1 
shows that IGI = ICI. The map II/: G + G is therefore an isomorphism. m 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a group with a BN-pair and associated Coxeter 
system ( W, S). Suppose M is a finite dimensional @ -module which affords 
the representations 
R,: PI,) + End(M), 
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with (R,)B = (RS)B for all s and 3 in S, such that 
(R,(ti,) Rs(ns))mS~~ = R,( (nsnp)mSJ) for all s and f in S. 
Then M is a CG-module affording the representation R such that RpI,, = R, 
for all s in S. 
Proof To define a group action on a module it is suflicient to define 
the action of each generator of the group and to show that all defining 
relations are preserved by the action. 
By Theorem 3.1 G has B u {n,, s E S} as a set of generators with those 
relations arising naturally from the group multiplication in each minimal 
parabolic, along with (nsns)mSJ = h,,$, where hS,? is some element of H< B, 
as a sufficient set of defining relations. 
By the statement of the result, those relations in each PI,) are preserved, 
since R, is a representation of P{,), and for any m E M 
where n,m = R,(n,)(m). 
(n,n,)“s~jm = h,,:m, (3.3) 
Thus M is a @G-module affording the representation R. i 
The strategy for constructing R(G) is now clear. First, R(G) is con- 
structed as a @B-module. R(G) is then endowed with a @Pi,)-action for 
each s E S in such a way that all relations in G arising from those in W are 
preserved. Then, by Theorem 3.2, R(G) will be a @G-module. In fact, in 
this paper, the @B-module is endowed with a natural @PI,,) -action for 
each s # t E S, for this immediately ensures that all necessary relations are 
preserved. 
4. POSITIVE ROOTS AND @B-MODULES 
4.1. Let V be a vector space over R spanned by l7. Define a bilinear 
form on V by 
(a,, as)= -cos -I!- 
( > 
, 
ms,B 
for all s and s” in S. Let W act on V thus 
s: VHV-2(v, a,) a,, VE v. (4.1) 
This is the representation pE Irr( W) of the Introduction. 
DEFINITION 4.2. (i) The root system @ associated with W is 
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@ = IV(ZZ), which is partitioned into @+ = {C Asas E @ 1 A, 2 0, Vs E S} and 
@- = -qj+. 
(ii) For WE Wdefine N(w)= {rE@+ Iw(r)E@ 
For r E @, let w, be the reflection in the hyperplane perpendicular to r. 
That is 
w,(v)=o-2(u, r)r, VE v. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For r E @, w, has a reduced expression of the form 
w,=sl...s,s,+tss,~~~s,. (4.4) 
Proof: See [6, 3.33. 1 
DEFINITION 4.5. For a positive root r, define a(r) = i(l(w,) + 1). We shall 
refer to a(r) as the depth of r. 
Remark 4.6. a(r) is the minimal length for an element in W which takes 
r into -Il. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let s be in S and let r be a positive root. Then 
(i) a(s(r)) = a(r) + 10 (c1,, r) CO, 
(ii) a(s(r)) = a(r)- lo (cI,, r) > 0, 
(iii) a(s(r)) = a(r)- (a,, r) = 0. 
Proof (i) Direct calculation. 
(ii) Follows from (i) since a(r) = a(s(r)) + 1. 
(iii) Follows from (i) and (ii). 
DEFINITION 4.8. For a positive root r define the set M(r) E W by 
M(r) = {w E WI w(r) E Qj-, I(w) = a(r)}. 
DEFINITION 4.9. For r E @+ define the set J(r) G 17 by 
J(r) = { -w(r)) w E M(r)}. 
By Proposition 4.3 M(r) # 0, and Remark 4.6 shows that if w is in M(r) 
then w(r) is in -Z7. 
The cardinality of M(r) is given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let r be a positive root. If w1 and w2 in M(r) are such that 
WI(r) = w*(r), then w1 = w2. 
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Proof Let w,(r) = w*(r) = -a and let F= Stab,(r) be the set of all w 
in W which fix r. By [8, 1.203 this will be a Coxeter group. Clearly 
w1 F= w,F since w;‘wi(r) = r. 
Let x be the unique element of minimal length in w1 F. Since wi and w2 
are both of minimal length to take r to -a, w1 = x = wl. 1 
Therefore lM(r)l = IJ(r)l. 
The following is a particularly useful result about M(r). 
LEMMA 4.11. Let r be a positive root and s in S. 
(i) Zf a(r) < a(s(r)), then M(r)s c M(s(r)). 
(ii) Zf w = us is in M(r), with v(a,)E CD+, then v is in M(s(r)) and 
Wr)) < a(r). 
(iii) Zf w is in M(r) with w(r)= -a,, then s is unique such that 
&SW) < I(w). 
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow by direct calculation remembering Remark 4.6. 
(iii) Since w(r) = -a, then ~~,(a,) E @-, and this implies 
/(SW) < f(w). 
Assume t( #s) E S is also such that l(tw) < Z(w). Since l(tw) < a(r), we 
have tw(r) E @+. But w(r) = t(tw)(r)E@- so tw(r) = a, and w(r)= -a,. 
Thus a, = a, and s = t contradicting the choice of t. Hence s is unique. 1 
4.2. We now use the set M(r) to define a family of @B-modules 
associated with each positive root. First we define some notation. 
DEFINITION 4.12. For any nontrivial subset XG B < G define [X] E CB 
by 
[X]=Ifz-’ 1 x. 
XEX 
Now let rE @+ be fixed and choose w in M(r). If w(r) = -a,, for some 
s E S, then SW = ww, and I(sw) = I(w) - 1 by Lemma 4.11. Clearly we have 
N(w) = N(sw) \j { (SW)-‘(a,)}, 
where (SW)-‘(a,) = r. Since I(w) = f(ww,) + 1, B n B” < B n B”‘“’ which 
implies @B[Bn B”“r] < @B[Bn B”] in the group algebra, and we may 
make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.13. For r in @+ and w in M(r) define the CB-module 
B(r, w) by 
/?(r, w) = CB[B n B”]/@B[B n B”“r], 
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and let 
The @B-action is that induced from the action on @B[B n B"]. We note, 
however, that bu(r, w) = V(V, w) for any b in B n B" and in particular 
ho(r, w) = u(r, w) for all h E H. (4.14) 
Let Yw be a Iixed set of representatives of the cosets of H in B n BWaW which 
is also a set of representatives of the cosets of Bn B" in B. Then 
{ xv(r, w) 1 x E Fw} spans b(r, w). 
With w and 01, as above, 
BnB”“~= B,(BnB") and BnB"nB,=H. 
It follows that 
IHI 
CB,1CBnB”1=lW/2xcBrB*‘,~ c 
= [BnB""+] 
and therefore we have, 
d&I oh, w) = 0 
in /?(r, w), for each coset yB, contained in Bn Bwow, 
(4.15) 
5. ISOMORPHIC MODULES 
Henceforth, let G = G(q) be a Chevalley group over GF(q) of type A, D, 
or E. 
For any r E @ + with a(r) > 1, the set M(r) may consist of more than one 
element and it is natural to consider how the choice of w in M(r) affects 
the structure of /I(r, w). We shall show that, in fact, given any wi and w2 
in M(r), B(r, wl) 2 B(r, w2). 
Let wr and w2 be two elements of M(r) with WI(r) = --a and w2(r) = -/I. 
Clearly this implies w, and wB are conjugate and therefore there is a 
sequence in Z7, a, = tl, a,, , . . . . c(,” = /I, such that M,~,~,+, = 3. In fact there will 
exist a unique shortest such sequence, and whenever IAI( > 1, given 
wr E M(r) there exists a w2 E M(r) such that (w(r), w*(r)) = - f. 
DEFNTION~.~. For wi and w2 in M(r), let -w,(r)=a,,a, ,,..., a+= 
-w*(r) be the unique shortest sequence in II with m,i,s,+, = 3. Define 
d(w,, w2) = n. 
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LEMMA 5.2. For r E 0 +, suppose wl, w2 E M(r) are such that (a,, a2) = 
-4, where wi(r)= -aSl, for i= 1,2. Then w2=s,s2wI. 
Proof Since s2wI(r)=s1w2(r)= -a,,-ax,, s,w2F=s2w,F, where Fis 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.10. Let w be the unique element of minimal 
length in s2w,F. Then Z(w)>~?(r)=I(w,), i=l,2, since -al-a24 --LT. 
However, by Lemma 4.1 (iii). 
I(s2w~)=I(s,w2)=I(wi)+ 1 for i= 1, 2, 
so w=s2wl=s1w2. 
The following is an important identity. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let a, BE lT be such that (a, /3) = - f. Then, 
c~plc~alc~~l=4c~~l+ C4IC4?IM+&91- c&31c4+jd. 
Proof (Sketch). 
where B,* = B,\H. 
However, B,B,*B,GB,B,B,,, and BpB,*BBnBgBol+B=12j so 
B,B,*B,~B,B,B,,,-B,B,.,. 
Equality holds since both sides have the same cardinality. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. Let r be a positive root and let w1 and w2 both be elements 
of M(r). Then (P~~,~, : j?(r, wl) + b(r, w2) is given by 
cp wlrw,(fv(r, wl)) = q-““f [B n Bwow2wr n BWIWr] u(r, w,), 
where f E CB and m = d(w,, w2), is an isomorphism. 
Proof (Sketch). We use induction upon d( wl, w2). 
If d(wl, w2) = 1, then (a, b) = - 4, where WI(r) = -a and w2(r) = -/3, 
and w,w;‘= w, wg by Lemma 5.2. 
BnB WWWr n B”‘“, = B n (BWW’,‘V n B)“‘I”‘r 
= Bn (B,B,+,)““‘+ 
= B n &++ P$L;~(P) 
= &gcpj 
and similarly B n BwowIwr n Bwzwr = B,t~CWj. 
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where f, ge CB, are seen to be mutually inverse upon conjugating the 
identity of Lemma 5.3 by wBw, w1 and noting that w;‘(p)+ W;‘(U)= 
w;‘(p) + w;‘wpw&) = r. 
The case d(w,, w2) > 1 now follows by induction. 
6. THE MODULE R(G) 
6.1. For a fixed r in @ +, form the direct sum 
0 B(r, w)= u%Avdf(r)I x, E /?(r, w) for all w E M(r)}. 
WE M(r) 
DEFINITION 6.1. For r in @ + define the module /3(r) by 
P(r) = { (XWLM(,) E @ /?(I-, w) 1 xc = (p,+,(w,) for all w and @ in M(r) 
WE M(r) 
where cp+,,,: P(r, w) -+ /I(r, $1) is given in Theorem 5.4. 
DEFINITION 6.2. For any w in M(r) let the map cpw: /I(r, w) + P(r) be 
given by 
and define U(I, w)~/?(r) by u(r, w) = cp,(o(r, w)). 
cp,,,: /3(r, w) + b(r) is clearly a CB-isomorphism, and 
cpb?4bt,w(4r, WI) = ((PW,,li%W(U(r~ w))hv,.M(r) 
= (vw,,w(u(rT w))),,.~(~) 
= cp,(u(r, w)). 
Therefore 
u(r, w) = 4 -m’2 [ B n Bwo’wr n Bw”+] u( r, I%), (6.3) 
by Theorem 5.4, where m = d(w, ~5). 
We are now in a position to define R(G) as a @B-module. 
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DEFINITION 6.4. For s in S let y, span a trivial @B-module given by 
b( y,) = y, for all b in B. Define R(G) thus, 
R(G) = 0 @y,O 0 B(r). 
sss t-E@+ 
6.2. In accordance with the strategy in Section 3 we now outline the 
method for extending the CB-action, for any s # t E S. 
First let @‘\@i,,,i = 0, u . . . ~0~ be the decomposition of @‘\@t,,,i 
into IV{,,)-orbits. Since any w,~, where rr is a root of minimal depth in Co,, 
will be a distinguished double coset representative for IV,,,,\ W/W,,,,, 
each orbit has a unique element of minimal depth. 
Let K= {s, t} n Stab,{,,) (r,), then b(ri) may be considered as a @Pr 
module as a consequence of the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. rf K= {s, t} n Stab,{,,,(r) # a, then there is a w in 
M(r) such that w(clk) E ZZ, for kc K. Furthermore, for any w EM(~), SE S 
such that w(cI,)EZZ, then 
(B n Bwo”‘)’ =B n B”‘o” and (BnB”nB”)“=BnB”nB”. 
Proof See [7, 2.51, 2.5.3, 2.5.61. 1 
If w E M(r,) is such that W(Q) in for k E K, then 
(Bn BwO”‘)(PKn PEK,-,)= BW,(Bn B”) 
= BW,B 
= PK 
and CP,[P,n P;Kw-l]/CPKIPKn P;&,] 2 CB[Bn B”]/CB[Bn B’“‘“,) 
Z P(ri). 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let r in @+ and t in W be such f(lat a(t(r)) = 
a(r)+r(t). Then for any w in M(r), n,@xo(r, W)C-,X”I u(t(r), wt-‘), 
x E B n B’, is an isomorphism such that 
((B(r, WI’-‘1 Bn8f-~)aZfl(t(r), wt-‘). 
Proof: Direct calculation. 1 
If p(ri)K denotes P(ri) considered as @PKmodule, then by Proposi- 
tion 6.6 and Mackey’s Decomposition Theorem 
(fl(ri)gts.‘))B g 0 BWVi)) = 0 B(r), 
xs.T rso, 
where F is a set of representatives for W,\ W{,,)/l. 
(6.7) 
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Therefore Or l *+ \Xcp;,,,I /3(r) = @ I‘= I or E (,,, p(r) may be considered as a 
@PKmodule. 
6.3. Next we consider CY,~ 0 C=y, 0 @ rEO;,,,: b(r). 
Let e,=(Wl)L.h9 b for M: E W, and let 9, 2 be the left ideals in 
CP,,,, generated by e, + e, and C,,,. w;,,,l e,, respectively. 
When m,, = 2, the map 
yk - (el + er) f 9 
is an isomorphism such that 
@Y/c 0 B(%t) z Y/f 2 1 ;yl.{,.,) 3 (6.8) 
where (k, I) = {s, t). 
When m,, = 3, let 9 be the left ideal in @Pi,,,) generated by e, + e,, then 
the map 
Y, ++ Y: = (4e, - e,)(el + es) + B 
~,H4’$=~(qel--e,)e,(e,+e,)+~ 
J;f 
is an isomorphism such that 
@y, 0 Q, 0 0 
F-E qL) 
B(r) 2 y/R g 1 ~~~;)llpjs,,). 
These isomorphism follow from [7, Sect. 6.41. Therefore 
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and it is clear that the @B-action on Cy,@ Cy, @ @rE9;,lI p(r) may be 
extended to a @PIS,,I-action. 
Moreover, the above isomorphisms yield the following relations, where 
kE {s,t> in each one. 
WY,) = Y/T IES 
i 
u(Q, 4-i yk, 
nk(y,)= Y,+l yk- 
xh 
di 
- u(ak, k), 
cl+1 
L Y/t 
xu(r, w) = u(r, w), 
nk”(6 “‘) = Wr), wk), 
nku(t, w) = 4W-1, wk), 
if Z=kc {s, t}, 
if (a,, ak) CO, 
if (tl[, ak) = 0, 
if XEB~B~, 
if d(k(r)) > a(r), 
if d(k(r)) <a(r) > 2 
and wk E M(k(r)), 
if d(k(r)) = d(r) 
and w(c(k) E zz, 
if x, x’ E Bzk and 
a(k(r)) < a(r) 2 2, 
wk is in M(k(r)) and 
X”” E X?lkB,,, 
cl+1 nkxu(akl k) = x’u(&, k) +; u(a,, k) -- y,, 
q2 
where in (6.18) x, X’E Bol*, are such that x”;’ l x’n~B,,. 
Finally, let L = S\ {s, t}. For IE L let Cz, be acted on trivially by CP,,,, 
and define y; by 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
2h y;=z,+- 
q+l(( ai, as> Ys + (a,, 4) Y,) 
when m,, = 2, and 
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z -&(q+ 1) 
Y; = 
I 
l q2+q+1 
Y,- q Ynl, 
q2+q+1 
if(cr,,a,)#Oand(dll,a,)=O 
Z/9 if (r[, ~r,~) =Oand (a,, a,) =O, 
where (1, m} = {s, t}, when m, f = 3. Then 
Ic L 
Furthermore, 
where k E {s, t}, by direct calculation using (6.11) and remembering 
(a[, a,> and (G a,)~ (0, -4) since @ is of type A, D, or E. Clearly we 
also have 
so that 
z( y;) = . . . n,ns h( y;) - m, m&I 
0 a=y;o@Y,o~Y,o 0 b(r) 
IEL i-f @is,!] 
is a @PI,,)-module. 
Let 
R’(G)= 0 Cy;O@y,OCy,O 0 S(r)@ 0 Pm 
ICL i-E @&.r] ie @+\qs,t) 
Combining the above with (6.7) and (6.9), R’(G) may be considered 
as @P (,,)-module with the action satisfying each of the relations 
(6.10)-(6.18), with no restriction on I, and the CB-isomorphism between 
R’(G) and R(G) extends to a @PI,,tj -isomorphism. Therefore, for each s 
and t in S, R(G) is both a CP{,)- and a @Pi,)-module. Let R, and R, be 
the corresponding representations. Since R(G) is also a CP(,,)-module, all 
those relations in P{,,) are preserved by the action. In particular if 
(nsn,)m,l = h,, for some h,, E H, then 
(R,(Q,) R,(n,)P’ = R,((vQ”‘~‘). 
Therefore by Theorem 3.2, R(G) is a @G-module affording a representa- 
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tion R such that RPls, = R, for each s in S. Furthermore, the @G-action on 
R(G) satisfies each of the relations (6.1Ok(6.18). 
Henceforth we shall regard the relations (6.10)-(6.18) to be defining 
relations for the action. 
7. IRREDUCIBILITY OF R(G) 
7.1. We have 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let A be a semi-simple algebra over @ with a unit and 
suppose that e in A is an idempotent. If M is a nonzero A-module such that: 
(i) eM is an irreducible ede-module; and 
(ii) M = A(eM), 
then M is an irreducible A-module. 
Prooj By (i) and [4,25.10] eMr (eAe)f, where f ~eAe c A is an 
idempotent and (eAe)f is a minimal left ideal of eAe. 
Since e is the identity in eAe, f(eAe)f=fAf which, by [4,25.11], is a 
division ring. 
By [4, 25.111, Af is a minimal left ideal of A and by (ii) 
M= A(eM) z A(eAf) 5 Af: Thus M= Af and is therefore an irreducible 
A-module. 1 
7.2. We now show that R(G) satisfies the conditions of the proposition. 
With the notation of [3, Sect. 91 let M, be a vector space over @ with basis 
{v, 1 s E S} and &‘c(G, @-action given by 
e,(vA = q+- cs,sv,, (7.2) 
for s, S”E S and e, a generator of &(G, B), where {c,,~ 1s, s” E S} E C satisfies 
c s,s =q+l 
c,,s=c,,=o, if mS,?=2 (7.3) 
C,,$s,s = 2q - 4 = 4, if mSSs= 3. 
Since it is the specialisation by g: u, H q, for all s E S, of the module M 
in [3, Sect. 91, Mg is irreducible and affords the reflection representation of 
#c(G, B). Moreover, a restatement of [3, Prop. 9.91 whows that any 
module defined by (7.2) and (7.3) is isomorphic to M,. 
The element e, = IBI-’ CbeB b is the identity element of Xc(G, B) and 
is an idempotent in CG. By (4.15), e1/3(r)=0 for all rE@+, so elR(G)= 
CD SCZS @YS. 
481/137/l-11 
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For s E S, e, = q 1 B : HI -“[B] n,[B]. Therefore, for s and S in S, using 
(6.10) and (6.11) we have, 
e.dyj) = 4 IB : HI p2CW ~,C~l(.h) 
=qlB: HI .-l[zit] n,(yJ 
i 
-ys=w-(q+ 1) Ys, if s=S 
= qYs+&Ys, if ms,$= 3 
4Ys + OY,~ if mai= 
=4Ys--cs,sYs, (7.4) 
where {c,,~[s, SE S}, with c,,:= - ,/$ if m,,:= 3, satisfy (7.3). Thus, 
e,R(G) z M, and accordingly affords the reflection representation of 
Xc(G, B) = el(CG) e,. Hence condition (i) of Proposition 7.1 is satisfied. 
7.3. Analogously to (6.8), for each s in S, the @PC,)-module Cy,@ fi(a,) 
is isomorphic 1 ~‘“l/lpIsJ, the Steinberg module St(P,,,). Therefore 
Cy,@/?(a,) is an irreducible @P{,)-module and so 
@P(sj(~,) = @vsCBB(a,)- (7.5) 
PROPOSITION 7.6. CG(e,R(G))= R(G). 
Proof: We use induction on a(r). 
First, elR(G)= @jsss @y,E @G(e,R(G)) for all SE S. 
BY (7.5) 
@P(,)(y,)=@y,OB(a,)~@G(e,R(G)), 
for all s in S, and hence /?(aJ) E @G(e,R(G)) for all s in S. 
Let r be a positive root with 13(r) = I > 1 and assume B(J) s @G(e, R(G)) 
for all r’ in @+ with a(r’) < 1. 
Since a(r) is greater than one there is an s in S with a(s(r)) <a(r). By 
our assumption /?(s(r)) E @G(e,R(G)). Similarly to (6.7) it is clear that 
and consequently /?(r) c (@G(e,R(G))),. 
Thus @G(elR(G)) has, for all positive roots r, a CB-submodule 
isomorphic to /3(r) and therefore R(G) s @G(e,R(G)) c R(G). m 
Since R(G) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 7.1 it is an irrreducible 
@G-module. 
THEOREM 7.7. The CG-module R(G) affords the rejlection character 
of G. 
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Proof: Let 8 be the irreducible character afforded by R(G). By the 
proof of I3 1.11, exc”c(G,Bj is afforded by e, R(G) z Mg, and it therefore the 
reflection character of &(G, B). 
By [2, 1.11, R(G) affords the reflection character of G. 1 
8. RESTRICTING TO P, 
8.1. Let the bijective correspondence between Irr( 1 TD) and Irr(l2) in 
the Introduction (replacing W by W, and G by P,) be given by 
q - XJ,, for cpEIrr(lF$. (8.1) 
In addition to this correspondence there is a “Comparison Theorem” due 
to Curtis [ 11, which states: 
if c E Irr( 1 zD) and $ E Irr( 1 zD) then 
to, h’,) = kJ,a, (xS,&,). (8.2) 
If tcS and J=S\(t}, then p(W),,=p(WJ)+lp,, where p(W,) is the 
reflection character of W,, KE S. So by (8.2) (Ref(G),,, Ref(P,)) = 1 and 
VWG),,, lp,) = 1, and WGlpJ contains just one copy of the trivial 
representation of P,. We now show that this arises from a Prinvariant 
element of e, R(G). 
8.2. Let xseS I, y, be an arbitrary element of $ s E s Cy, = e, R(G) and 
suppose it is invariant under P,. In particular it will be invariant under the 
action of each nj for j E J. Then, by (6.11), we have 
+ A;U(Uj,j)-2 yi + C A,y, 
( > tf5.S 
<c&a,> =o 
+ Aj- 
( 
J;; 
q+l 
C As) U(aj, j) 
slzs 
<a,.q> co 
= c 4Y,T by assumption. 
se.9 
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Equating coefficients we have 
which is equivalent to 
g (ZAsYs2 Yj)=O? (8.3) 
where SJ is the bilinear form corresponding to the set {c,,? 1 S, SE S} s C, 
with c,,~ = - & when m, s = 3 (see [3,9.2]). 
We have one such equation for each j in J and we therefore wish to solve 
the following system of linear equations: 
(8.4) 
where P= (W(Yj, s))jc/,scs andS= (~1, . . . . s,}. 
The matrix P is just the matrix (&?I( ys, ys))ses,jss with one row deleted. 
The form W is nondegenerate by [3, 9.133 so (.!?@ys, ys))seS,SES is non- 
singular and P will therefore have rank ISI - 1. Consequently the system of 
equations in (8.4) has rank /.I1 and a solution space of dimension one. 
Denote a fixed basis element of this solution space by 9,. Therefore Cjj, is 
a l-dimensional subspace of e, R(G) with trivial CPraction, and repeating 
this for each s E S we may form the set { j,I s E S}. 
When JS S is arbitrary, (8.2) yields 
Wf(G),, Wp,)) = 1 and W(G),,, lp,) = ISI - I4 
since p( I+‘),= p( W,) + (ISI - IJI) 1 wJ. The JSI - IJI copies of 1, all lie in 
el R(G). 
LEMMA 8.5. Let Js S. Then { yj, PSI je J, SE S\J} is a basis for 
el R(G). 
Proof S? restricted to @j,JCyj is nondegenerate so 
elR(G)=O @yjO 
jeJ 
where ((@j,,@Yj)L= { xEe,R(G)Ia(x, yj)=O, for alljEJ}. 
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ForjEJ, ej=q(B:HI-*[B]nj[B]E~c(G,B) 
ej( 9,) = 4js 
for Jo J, s E S\J, by (7.4) and [3, 9.21. Hence @( 3,, ys) = 0 for s # J and 
0 SE s,J Cy, s ( ejEJ Cyj)‘, with equality holding by equality of dimen- 
sions. 1 
8.3. Our construction of R(G) applied to R(P,) gives 
R(PJ) = 0 @YjO 0 BCr), 
jSJ rc@f 
which by Section 7 is an irreducible module. 
To complete our description of R(G), we must consider how CP, acts 
won OrE9+jdW. 
As a consequence of the CG-action in Section 6 it is natural to consider 
the Wrorbits of @‘\oJ. Let 0 i, . . . ir 4 be the decomposition of CD + \DJ 
into W,orbits and let ri be the unique root of minimal depth in Q. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let Oi be a Wrorbit of cB+\QJ, for JS S, and let ri 
have minimal depth in Co,. Then 
ProoJ By The CG-action @P,/?(ri) s @ IE4 /l(r). 
If lQ,l = 1 then s(ri)=ri for all s in J and by (6.16) it is clear that 
W/W = P(c). 
Assume, therefore, that I@[ > 1. Let r in Q be of depth I> a(ri) and 
assume that for all roots t in Co, with d(t) <I, /3(t) E @P,/?(r,). 
Since r is in Co, = W,(r,) there is an s in J with a(s(r)) < a(r). Hence, 
/?(s(r)) E @P,/?(r) by our assumption. 
BY (6.7) 
Now, @P{,,B(s(r)) E @P,jl(s(r)) c @PJj?(ri) and hence @P,j?(r,) has a 
CB-submodule isomorphic to b(r). Since this is true for all r( #r,) in Oi we 
have 
@P.&Jr 0 B(r). I 
rco, 
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We combine the above results in the following theorem, the proof of 
which is now clear. 
THEOREM 8.7. For JG S, Let @ ‘\QJ = c?, = 0, ~3 . . i, Clk be a decom- 
position of Q, + \QJ in to W=orbits and let c( Qi) = @ TE br, p(r). Then 
NG),,=(ISl- IJI) lp,OWPer)O 6 44). 63.8) 
i= 1 
COROLLARY 8.9. Zf It/i is the character afforded by the module c(Q) in 
Theorem 8.7. then 
RefK%,=(lSI - IJI) l.,+Ref(PJ)+ 5 tii. 
i=l 
In particular, when J= 121, 
(8.10) 
where tjr is the character afforded by the module b(r). Since p(r) z fi(r, w), 
for any w in M(r), the construction of fl(r, o) shows 
for any w in M(r). 
If J= (s}, then for any r in @+\{cI~} either (a,, r) =0 or (a,, r) #O. 
Therefore Q, the Wt,l-orbit containing r, has at most two elements. 
Clearly Or = 0+, for all r in @+\{Lx~} and 
c(Q) = 
B(r), if (tl,, r) =O, 
P(r) 0 PW)), otherwise. 
Here ~(0~) is a CP,,, -module. When (u,, r) = 0, the argument following 
Proposition 6.5 for K= {s} shows 
where u in M(r) is such that ~(a,) = c(, E 17. The corresponding character is 
When (tl,, r) #O, either (IX,, r) ~0 or (a,, r) >O. Since c(Q)=c(0& 
we may assume (a,, r) ~0. By (6.7) 
(CP,,j P(r)lB g c(Q) = P(r) 0 PW)). 
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so as a @PI,)-module, ~(0~) E b(r) ‘is) and the character afforded by ~(0~) is 
(linBW- l;nBUw,)P~“)= l;$p- l;$pu~, 
where w E M( r ). 
Therefore, when J= {s}, 
where w is some arbitrary element of M(r) and u in M(r) is chosen such 
that u(q) = a, E II. 
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